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Abstract
We present a technique for rapid capture of high quality bidirectional reflection distribution functions(BRDFs) of
surface points. Our method represents the BRDF at each point by a generalized microfacet model with tabulated
normal distribution function (NDF) and assumes that the BRDF is symmetrical. A compact and light-weight
reflectometry apparatus is developed for capturing reflectance data from each surface point within one second.
The device consists of a pair of condenser lenses, a video camera, and six LED light sources. During capture, the
reflected rays from a surface point lit by a LED lighting are refracted by a condenser lenses and efficiently collected
by the camera CCD. Taking advantage of BRDF symmetry, our reflectometry apparatus provides an efficient
optical design to improve the measurement quality. We also propose a model fitting algorithm for reconstructing
the generalized microfacet model from the sparse BRDF slices captured from a material surface point. Our new
algorithm addresses the measurement errors and generates more accurate results than previous work.
Our technique provides a practical and efficient solution for BRDF acquisition, especially for materials with
anisotropic reflectance. We test the accuracy of our approach by comparing our results with ground truth. We
demonstrate the efficiency of our reflectometry by measuring materials with different degrees of specularity, values
of Fresnel factor, and angular variation.

1. Introduction
Real world surfaces exhibit rich reflectance properties, such
as anisotropic specularity and Fresnel effects. Capturing
these reflectance properties from real world surfaces is a fundamental and challenging problem in computer graphics.
Surface reflectance at a single point can be described by
the four dimensional Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution
Function (BRDF) [NRH∗ 77] ρ(i, o) that represents the radiance reflected from direction o divided by the incident radiant flux density from direction i. A number of systems
have been developed to measure BRDF from real world
surface [LKK98, MWL∗ 99, Dan01, MPBM03b] by densely
sampling the viewing and lighting directions. High resolution BRDF acquisition requires lengthy capture time or a
complicated device setup. Several compact devices [HP03,
Msy07, BEWB∗ 08] have been proposed for fast BRDF acquisition. However, it still takes tens of minutes for capturing
a high resolution BRDF from surface.
Another set of methods measure the radiance of a surface
point under a sparse set of viewing and lighting condic 2010 The Author(s)
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tions and reconstruct the parametric BRDF model from the
sparse measurements [War92, LFTG97, LKG∗ 03, GTHD03,
LLSS03]. Although these methods greatly simplify the
acquisition process, they fail to capture the detailed reflectance and anisotropic specularities of many real materials [NDM05, WZT∗ 08].
Recently, we [DWT∗ 10] presented a technique for fast
BRDF acquisition, in which the BRDF is represented by
a generalized microfacet model [APS00] with tabulated
2D normal distribution function (NDF). A condenser based
handheld device is developed for densely sampling the rays
reflected from a surface point lit by each LED light source.
The generalized microfacet model is then reconstructed from
the measured data with the method in [NDM05]. Although
this method provides an efficient solution for fast BRDF acquisition, it still has several limitations. First, with sparse
LED light sources, the method only captures reflectance details determined by central region of the NDF and thus fails
to measure the detailed reflectance resulting from other regions of the NDF. Moreover, partial rays reflected from the
surface are occluded by one LED light source and thus the
result resolution is decreased. Second, the algorithm used
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to estimate the Fresnel factor is sensitive to the noise in the
captured data. Finally, the reconstruction algorithm is fragile
and cannot well handle the errors generated by the capturing
process.
In this paper, we propose a new condenser-based instant
reflectometer for fast BRDF acquisition, which greatly
improves the accuracy and robustness of the method in
[DWT∗ 10]. Our method also models the BRDF at each point
with the generalized microfacet model with tabulated NDF.
The key observation of our method is that many BRDFs
of physical materials are symmetrical across their surface
normals [HLHZ08]. With this in mind, we present a new
condenser based apparatus with optimized optical design,
which provides more NDF coverage and avoids the occlusions caused by LED light sources as in [DWT∗ 10]. A new
reconstruction algorithm is proposed to estimate the Fresnel
factor and the NDF iteratively, which improves the fitting
accuracy and robustness. Moreover, our reconstruction algorithm can well handle the errors introduced by capturing process. For BRDFs that are not symmetrical across their normals, an adapted microfacet synthesis algorithm [WZT∗ 08]
is applied for reconstructing BRDFs from the captured data.
Compared to the technique presented in [DWT∗ 10], our new
reflectometry not only keeps the compact design and fast acquisition speed, but also provides an accurate and robust solution for BRDF acquisition, especially for materials with
anisotropic reflectance. We test our approach by comparing
our results with ground truth and demonstrate the efficiency
of our reflectometry with a set of BRDFs measured from
real materials, including 18 isotropic BRDFs and 12 that are
anisotropic.
2. Related Works
2.1. Brute Force BRDF Sampling
A set of gonioreflectometers have been developed for capturing BRDFs [MPBM03b], SVBRDFs(spatially varying
BRDFs) [DNvGK99, MLH02, LBAD∗ 06, GTR∗ 06], BTFs
(bidirectional texture functions) [Dan01, MMS∗ 05] and reflectance fields [GTLL06]. To densely sample the viewing
and lighting directions, these devices either need specialized rigs for moving two of three components (light source,
camera and material sample), or a dome with multiple cameras and lights. Although several techniques have been proposed to reduce the samples by exploiting BRDF properties [LLSS03], and spatial distribution [MWL∗ 99, LKK98],
the acquisition process still takes long time or requires expensive device setup.
Han et al. [HP03] developed a kaleidoscope-based apparatus for fast BTF measurement. The device is not capable of
high quality BRDF measurement due to the limited angular
resolution. Moshe et al. [BEWB∗ 08] presented a compact
BRDF capturing device that uses LEDs for both light emitters and receivers. Although this technique can quickly capture the BRDF, the sampling resolution is low. Mukaigawa

et. al. [Msy07] proposed an ellipsoidal mirror based device
for fast BRDF measurement. Although this device can capture dense BRDF samples, it takes ten of minutes to acquire a
high resolution BRDF. Our BRDF capturing device is based
on condenser lens and allows us to quickly capturing the reflectance of a point over the surface.
2.2. Fitting Reflectance Model
Several methods [War92, LFTG97, GTHD03, LKG∗ 03,
KN06] represent BRDFs with a parametric model and fit
it with sparse measurements. Although these methods work
well for material with simple reflectance, they cannot accurately capture reflectance details and anisotropic specularities [NDM05].
Romeiro et al. [RVZ08] represented the isotropic BRDF
with a bi-variate model and reconstructed the BRDF from
set of images of material sphere taken under passive lighting.
However, this method cannot be used to capture the BRDF
from a textured surface. Also, it is not clear how to extend
this method for capturing the anisotropic BRDF of real materials.
The generalized microfacet model [APS00] represents the
rich details of a BRDF with a 2D tabulated normal distribution function, which can be efficiently reconstructed from
a set of 2D BRDF slices. Debevec et al. [DHT∗ 00] captured the reflectance of human face under all lighting directions from a single view and reconstructed the generalized
microfacet model at each point with fixed Fresnel factors.
In [WZT∗ 08], the partial NDF at each point is reconstructed
from reflectance data measured from single view and dense
lighting. The full NDF at each point is then completed via
synthesis. Both methods use special device for lighting and
take a long time for capture. In our method, we capture dense
rays reflected from surface point under sparse lighting. By
warping the reflected rays into camera CCD, our method can
capture the reflectance data of each surface point within seconds.
3. Design Principles
Our reflectometry apparatus is designed for the general microfacet BRDF model. The microfacet BRDF model reduces
the 4D BRDF into a 2D normal distribution function, and enables fast acquisition, On the other hand, this model is general enough and capable to accurately reproduce the physical
reflectance properties. By introducing the microfacet BRDF
model, our method only requires nl = 6 lighting conditions
to reconstruct a high quality general microfacet BRDF, while
capturing a raw BRDF data often requires much denser light
sampling.
In addition, symmetry is a common property exhibits in realworld BRDFs. Taking advantages of the BRDF symmetry
property, we can further reduce the required sampling density while preserving the quality of results.
c 2010 The Author(s)
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Figure 1: The optical design of the condenser-based reflectometer is shown on the left. The positions of the condenser
optical axis and LED light sources are listed on the top right.
The bottom right shows a photo of the prototype reflectometer.

3.1. The Microfacet BRDF Model
Based on microfacet theory, the reflectance of a surface point
from the lighting direction i to the viewing direction o can be
decomposed into the diffuse and specular components with
a diffuse efficient kd and a specular coefficient ks :
ρ(i, o) = kd /π + ks ρs (i, o)

(1)

The specular term then can be represented by a general microfacet model:
ρs (i, o) =

D(h) S(i) S(o) F(o, i)
,
4 (i · n) (o · n)

The symmetry properties of BRDFs are explored by
[HLHZ08] for estimating normal and tangent vectors. They
validate the symmetry properties on a wide range of realworld BRDFs, and only rare exceptions were found. In this
paper, we assume the BRDF symmetry across the surface
normal:


LED
Light
Source
LED
Light
Source

3.2. Symmetry Property of BRDFs

(2)

Where h = (o + i)/|(o + i)| stands for the half-vector, and n
is the surface normal.
The reflectance appearance is dominated by the normal
distribution function (NDF) D(h). The NDF represents
the most high-frequency characteristics of the surface reflectance. The shadowing term S(k) approximates the shadowing and masking effects of microfacets [Bec65, Smi67,
APS00] and can be derived from D(h). Therefore, the four
quantities we want to measure are: the NDF D(h), the Fresnel term F(o, i), and the diffuse and specular coefficients kd
and ks .
As D(h) is defined on the half-vector domain, one BRDF
slice captured by the condenser only covers a partial region
of the NDF. Therefore in theory, it is impractical to cover entire hemisphere of the NDF from only one fixed condenser.
However, by taking advantage of the BRDF symmetry property, our apparatus is capable of sampling the full NDF domain with one fixed condenser.
c 2010 The Author(s)
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where the half-vector of τi, τo and that of i, o are mirror reflected to each other respect to n. The symmetry slice of
measured BRDF covers the symmetrical NDF regions so
that we only need to measure part of the NDF domain and
complete the remaining region via symmetry. Please reference Figure 2 (c)(d) to see how the symmetry property completes the NDF domain.
4. Device Setup
To capture material reflectance, the material sample is illuminated by a set of directional lights, and the reflected rays
over a hemispherical field are gathered by a pair of condensers and captured by a fixed position CCD. From the captured data, high-resolution partial normal distribution functions (NDFs) are reconstructed and finally merged into a microfacet BRDF.
4.1. Optical Design
Figure 1 shows the design setup of our portable reflectometer. The core optical components are a pair of Anchor Optics
47mm condenser lenses with 21mm focal length. The condenser lenses concentrate light emitted from the sample surface at the focal point fF into a projected beam, the beam
passes through a 200µm pinhole fO and captured by a Firefly MV camera from Point Gray Research. The light sources
are 6 high-brightness LEDs; to generate a directional light
beam the LED is attached to a carbon fiber tube.
In order to sample the NDF at a near grazing angle, both
grazing angle lighting and viewing are required. We first
place one LED light beam l0 at 5 degrees above the horizontal plane, which is the nearest to grazing angle we can make
due to the mechanical constraints. Then the optical axis of
the condenser is set to the same azimuth angle, and the inclination as large as possible, in our case the inclination angle
is 20 degree off the normal.
When the condenser is fixed, the partial NDF regions that
can be captured are determined by the lighting setup. Figure
2(c) shows the partial NDF regions we captured with each
light source. We manually determine the light source direction to maximize the coverage. The l1 is placed at the grazing angle to cover NDF at high inclination angle; to maximize the inclination coverage, two light sources l3 and l6
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form a geometrical calibration as in [Zhang 2000] to correct
the radial distortion of the condenser lenses.
When measuring the surface, the actual surface normal may
have a slight deflection. We estimate such deflections in our
data processing pipeline, as described in section 5.4.
Figure 2: (a) One measured BRDF slice. (b) Reconstructed
NDF. (c) Partial NDF covered by each light source. (d) NDF
completed by symmetry.

4.3. Capturing Reflectance

are placed at a azimuthal symmetrical but different inclination angles. The last three light sources l2 , l4 and l5 connect the captured partial NDF together, and fill the remaining
NDF regions. With those partial NDFs sampled, we can easily generate a full NDF via symmetry completion. In Figure
2, the NDF regions completed via symmetry are marked in
gray, note how our samples covers the entire NDF domain.
The sampled partial NDFs also overlap each other and the
overlap regions provide sufficient information to accurately
recover the Fresnel term.

As shown in Figure 1 the main component of the reflectometer is a cylinder 50mm in diameter and 120mm tall. The overall weight is less than 400g. We place the reflectometer over
the material sample, the camera captures 2 images at different exposures for each LED light, and the image sets are
then merged into an HDR image [DM97] in post processing.
The Firefly camera is set in trigger mode, and controlled by
a external circuit. The circuit also controls the LED lights,
thus the light and camera are synchronized. The camera captures images with 320×240 resolution; the maximal exposure time is 8mm, and the BRDF capture rate is about 10
BRDFs per second.

When choosing the light directions, we also avoid adding
LED light sources in the main light path between the two
condensers, otherwise the shadow of the LED will introduce
visible artifacts to the captured BRDFs.

4.2. Calibration
We assemble the reflectometry on a optical table, in a bottom
up manner. We aimed a laser at a diffuse paper to simulate a
point light source at fF marked in Figure 1, and take it as the
assembly base line. Then the first condenser lens is mounted,
we adjust the lens so that lights from the point light source
are concentrated into a parallel beam as designed. After that,
the second condenser lens is added with, the base line light
beam will focused on the focal point fO . When setting the
pinhole, it should not block any light go through the condenser lenses, otherwise it is not at the correct focal point.
The camera and LED light sources are then added.
After the reflectometry is assembled, we calibrate the overall radiance transmission and optical distortion. The attenuations between light paths are different to each other, and
the intensity variation of the LED light sources also need to
be calibrated. We do the radiance calibration by measuring
a Lambertian surface. We calculate a 2D scaler field for the
captured image. The intensities of the LED lights are also
calibrated by comparing BRDF slices captured from different LEDs
To calibrate the radial distortion, we put a occluder with pinhole grid between the base line point light source and the
front condenser. With known relative position between the
pinholes and the light source, the direction of rays that pass
through the pinholes can be calculated. With multiple images captured with different occluder positions, we then per-

5. BRDF Reconstruction
With the captured 6 BRDF slices, the microfacet BRDF is
reconstructed in a iterative way. We first estimate the relative refraction index η for removing the Fresnel term. Then
6 partial NDFs are reconstructed and a shadowing term is
derived. With the derived shadowing term, we can refine the
relative refraction index estimation iteratively. After the iteration converges, we complete the NDF using the BRDF
symmetry property.
The overall BRDF reconstruction process is described as follows:
BRDF Reconstruction
Estimate the Altered Normal
Repeat following steps until convergence
Estimate the Fresnel Term
Repeat following steps until convergence
Reconstruct Partial NDF
Complete the NDF

5.1. Estimating the Fresnel Term
The Fresnel term F(o, i) describes the specular reflectance
near grazing angles. We followed [CT82] to model the Fresnel term:
!
(g − c)2
(c(g + c) − 1)2
1+
,
(4)
F(o, i) =
2(g + c)2
(c(g − c) + 1)2
where c = |o · h|, and g2 = η 2 + c2 − 1, η is the relative
refraction index of the material.
If two measurement ia , oa and ib , ob have same half-angle,
their D(h) are same, thus the ratio between the two measured reflectances is determined by the Fresnel term and the
shadowing term, and we can derive the ratio of Fresnel terms
by:
F(ia , oa ) ρs (ia , oa )S(ib )S(ob )(ia · n)(oa · n)
=
F(ib , ob ) ρs (ib , ob )S(ia )S(oa )(ib · n)(ob · n)

(5)

c 2010 The Author(s)
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We first assume the shadowing term is constant S(k) = 1,
then the relative refraction index η is estimated by minimizing:
Fm (ia , oa ) Fc (ia , oa , η) 2
E(η) = ∑ ||
−
||
(6)
Fm (ib , ob ) Fc (ib , ob , η)
where Fm (i, o) is the measured Fresnel term, and Fc (i, o, η)
is computed from equation 4. We solve the optimal η by
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [P∗ 92]
In some rare cases, the Fresnel term estimation results a abnormally large E(η), that is mainly caused by the error introduced by incorrect measurement operations such as shaking
or moving the device rapidly. Our system will automatically
detect such cases and ignore such data.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Rendering results of reconstructed BRDF with
normal estimation (a) and without normal estimation (b).
The NDF of each result is presented at the bottom right. Note
without normal estimation, the results will suffer the double
image artifact caused by the altered specular peak.

5.2. Reconstruct Partial NDF
Here we fit the measured specular reflectance into partial
NDF. Following [NDM05, WZT∗ 08], we started with a constant shadowing term S(k) = 1, and the partial NDF can be
computed by:
4πρs (i, oh )(i · n)(oh · n)
D(h) =
S(i)S(oh )Fc (i, oh , η)

(7)

where oh is i mirror reflected with respect to h, Fc is calculated Fresnel term from the estimated refraction index η.
Then the shadowing term S(k) can be computed by the following equation [APS00]
k·n
(8)
S(k) = R
T
Ω+ (k) Ω+ (n) (k · h)D(h)dωh
where the integration domain is defined as Ω+ (k) = {h|h ·
k}.
As mentioned in [WZT∗ 08], we also constrain the shadowing term S(k) over azimuthal angles that S(k) =
mink0 {S(k0 )|k0 · n = k · n}. Since we have 6 measured BRDF
slices, each slice can be fitted to a partial NDF Di and a accompanied shadowing term Si . We then average the 6 shadowing term Si into one S to update the NDF via equation7.
The NDF and the shadowing term are updated iteratively until convergence. When the partial NDF reconstruction converges, we update the relative refraction index η for the Fresnel, the microfacet term and the Fresnel term are estimated
iteratively until convergence. In general, the NDF and shadowing term iteration converge within 6 iterations, and the
Fresnel term iteration converge within 5 iterations.
5.3. Completing the NDF
To complete the NDF, we use equation 3 to reflect measured
BRDF samples and calculate the corresponding partial NDF
D(h) with reconstructed Fresnel term and shadowing term
by equation 7. We followed the weighted merging step in
[WZT∗ 08] to merge partial NDF Di into the full NDF D f .
D f (h) =

∑ Wi (h)Di (h)
,
∑ Wi (h)

1

W (h) = [oh · n]+2 ,

(9)

c 2010 The Author(s)
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where oh is i mirror reflected with respect to h.
5.4. Estimating the Altered Normal
When positioning our apparatus by hand to measure a curved
surface, it is hard to make sure the surface normal of the
measured point is exactly upward as we require. To handle
this, a normal estimation process is introduced before the
microfacet BRDF reconstruction.
Our normal estimation is similar to [HLHZ08]. To estimate
the actual normal, we find the n by minimizing the symmetry distance described in [HLHZ08]. Note we only use the
symmetry distance with the reflection symmetry across the
surface normal. Since we have dense view and sparse light
measurements, the symmetry transformation is applied on o
instead of i. After the normal estimation, the lighting and
viewing directions are then updated according to the estimated normal.
Figure 3 shows rendering results of reconstructed BRDFs
with and without normal estimation. Without estimating the
altered normal, the captured BRDF slices have an altered
specular peak which causes the double image artifact.
5.5. Extension for Asymmetric BRDF
To handle rare cases when the BRDF symmetry property is
not available, we follow [WZT∗ 08], to complete the NDF by
microfacet synthesis.
To measure an asymmetric NDF, instead of measuring once,
we rotate the apparatus and capture multiple times on the
same material sample. At each rotation position, a partial
NDF at current local frame is reconstructed. Instead of using
symmetry to mirror the partial NDF, we merge captured partial NDF with equation 9. We followed the synthesis criteria
in [WZT∗ 08] and perform a brute force search with those
measured data to find the best match. The bottom left result
in Figure 6 is rendered with a asymmetry BRDF that reconstructed via microfacet synthesis.
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6. Experimental Results

Reference Image

Our Results

[DWT*10]

Purple stain

E = -0.897

E = -0.780

Yellow Satin

E = -0.893

E = -0.761

Fruit Wood

E = -2.140

E = -1.980

White Paint

E = -1.811

E = -1.654

To evaluate our method, we performed tests with the MERL
BRDF dataset [MPBM03a], as well as the anisotropic
BRDFs captured by [NDM05]. We also captured large variety of materials with our prototype device.
We implemented our microfacet reconstruction algorithm
on a PC with Intel Xeon E5440 CPU and 4GB memory.
The NDFs we reconstruct are stored in a hemicube with
512×512 pixels on top face and 512×256 pixels on each
side. The reconstruction time for each BRDF is about 30
seconds.

6.1. Validation with Dense Measured BRDF
We evaluate our method with the MERL BRDF dataset
[MPBM03a], which contains 100 isotropic BRDFs from
near diffuse to highly specular materials. This data was captured by a gantry with moveable camera/lights that densely
sampled the 4D full BRDF space. We select the light/view
data pairs that would be sampled by our optical design as the
input of our algorithm, and leave all other data as a validation reference. Figure 5 plots the reconstruction error of all
the 100 BRDFs ordered by error.
The error is calculated by the error metric presented in
[NDM05]
s
∑ w[R(i, o)(i · n) − M(i, o)(i · n)]2
E(k) =
(10)
∑w
where w is the solid angle correction term, the errors are then
normalized by the maximum albedo of each BRDF and plotted in logarithmic scale. Since Cook-Torrance typically have
the lowest errors among the parametric models [NDM05],
we choose this model to compare with. Figure 5 shows
that our device always generates more accurate results than
Cook-Torrance model. We also provided the rendering result comparisons for two typical cases, one for the largest
error case and one that has significant visual improvement
over parametric model. Note even in the largest error case,
the reconstructed BRDF still captured enough details of the
reflectance appearance.

6.2. Compare to Existing Reflectometry Apparatus
Existing reflectometry that perform full sampling over the
4D BRDF such as [Msy07] requires tens of minutes to
capture a single BRDF. The only device that can achieve
comparable measurement speed is the device described in
[DWT∗ 10].
Thus we compared the measured BRDF quality against the
dense measured BRDF data set presented in [MPBM03a,
NDM05]. The input data for the [DWT∗ 10] apparatus is selected base on their optical design. The raw BRDF data captured by [NDM05] is not dense enough to provide required

Figure 4: Comparison of the rendering results of reconstructed BRDF with our apparatus and [DWT∗ 10] to the
reference rendered with full sampled BRDF. The purple stain
and yellow stain are rendered with point light source to show
the highly anisotropic appearance. The fruit wood and white
paint are rendered with environment map lighting. Note how
our method captures the reflectance details on the NDF as
well as faithfully reproduces the Fresnel effects near the
grazing angle.
measurement data, so we fit the their data into a general microfacet model to generate required data. Note the reconstruction error is still measured against the raw BRDF data
they actual measured.
Figure 4 shows the rendered results as well as the numerical
error comparison. Note how our apparatus captures the reflectance near grazing angles, and the rendered results match
the reference images well. On the other hand, the apparatus
proposed in [DWT∗ 10] misses NDF features in the purple
stain and yellow satin near the edge of the ball, and results in
a visible artifact and large reconstruction error. The Fresnel
effects in the fruit wood and white paint are well preserved
by our approach. However, mismatched Fresnel factors result in a visibly incorrect high-light in [DWT∗ 10]’s results.
6.3. Measured BRDF Data Set
With the portable instant reflectometer, we can easily measured a large variety of high quality BRDFs. Figure 6 shows
the rendered results of 30 different BRDFs including 12
c 2010 The Author(s)
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anisotropic BRDFs. The first three rows are isotropic BRDFs
rendered with environment lighting, exhibiting appearance
from near diffuse to highly specular. Note that the BRDFs
shown in the first row exhibits different Fresnel effects at
the edge of the ball. Several anisotropic BRDFs are captured
and rendered with a teapot model shown in the last two rows.
Notice how our method has well captured the anisotropic appearance of the material.
7. Conclusion
We present a practical and efficient solution for fast BRDF
acquisition, especially for materials with anisotropic reflectance. The reflectometry apparatus we proposed is compact and portable which enables onsite measurements. We
have tested the accuracy of our method by comparing our
results with ground truth and demonstrate the efficiency of
our reflectometry by a set of BRDFs with different specularity, Fresnel factors, and angular variations.
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